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Abstract�We present a method for checking causality of band-
limited tabulated frequency responses. The approach is based on
Kramers-Krönig relations and construction of periodic polyno-
mial continuations. Kramers-Krönig relations, also known as dis-
persion relations, represent the fact that real and imaginary parts
of a causal function form a Hilbert transform pair. The Hilbert
transform is defined on an infinite domain, while, in practice,
discrete values of transfer functions that represent high-speed
interconnects are available only on a finite frequency interval.
Truncating the computational domain or approximating the
behavior of the transfer function at infinity causes significant
errors at the boundary of the given frequency band. The proposed
approach constructs a periodic polynomial continuation of the
transfer function that is defined by raw frequency responses on
the original frequency interval and by a polynomial in the
extended domain, and requires the continuation to be periodic on
a wider domain of a finite length and smooth at the boundary. The
dispersion relations are computed spectrally using fast Fourier
transform and inverse fast Fourier transform routines applied to
periodic continuations. The technique does not require the knowl-
edge or approximation of the transfer function behavior at infin-
ity. The method significantly reduces the boundary artifacts that
are due to the lack of out-of-band frequency responses, and is
capable of detecting small, smooth causality violations. We per-
form the error analysis of the method and show that its accuracy
and sensitivity depend on the smoothness and accuracy of
data and a polynomial continuation. The method can be used to
verify and enforce causality before the frequency responses are
employed for macromodeling. The performance of the method is
tested on several analytic and simulated examples.
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tion, periodic polynomial continuation, Hilbert transform, fast
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INTRODUCTION

E lectrical interconnects are an important part of high-speed
digital systems. They need to be designed properly to

provide correct system performance and avoid signal and
power integrity problems, which requires systematic simula-
tions of suitable models at different levels [1]. These models

should be able to capture the relevant electromagnetic phe-
nomena. The models are constructed using the results of direct
measurements or full-wave electromagnetic simulations. The
data are in the form of discrete port frequency responses and
they represent scattering, impedance, or admittance transfer
matrices or transfer functions, depending on whether multi-
dimensional or scalar cases are considered. The frequency
responses are then employed to derive a macromodel. Several
techniques can be used to accomplish this, including the vector
fitting [2], the orthonormal vector fitting [3], and others. How-
ever, the data are often contaminated by errors that come from
a noise or inadequate calibration, in the case of direct measure-
ments, or approximation and discretization errors arising in
numerical simulations. In addition, the frequency responses
are usually available over a finite frequency range in a discrete
form with a limited number of samples. All this may affect the
performance of the macromodeling technique, resulting in
nonconvergence of the algorithm or inaccurate models. Using
such models in subsequent time-domain simulations may lead
to flawed results or software failure, even when advanced
electromagnetic solvers are employed. Often the underlying
cause of such problems is the lack of causality in raw fre-
quency response data [4].

Causality of a physical system can be defined in both time
and frequency domains. The time domain definition states that
a system is causal if the effect always follows the cause. For
linear time-invariant systems with the impulse response h, this
implies that h(t) = 0 for t < 0. Having a nonzero value of h(t)
for some t < 0 indicates a causality violation. To verify cau-
sality using this definition, one can convert frequency responses
from the frequency domain to the time domain, using an inverse
discrete Fourier transform. This approach suffers from the well-
known Gibbs phenomenon, since the frequency responses rep-
resent Fourier transform of impulse response functions that are
typically nonsmooth because of the presence of delayed reflec-
tions. Having frequency responses on a finite interval results in a
truncation of slowly decaying Fourier series, which causes
severe overshooting and undershooting near the singularities,
such as jump discontinuities, of impulse response functions and
their derivatives. The problem of slow decay of the Fourier
spectrum is usually addressed by windowing the Fourier data
[5, Ch. 7]. There are other filtering techniques that deal with the
Gibbs phenomenon by taking into account information about
singularities [6-8]. In a related paper [9], a nonlinear extrapola-
tion of Fourier data is employed to avoid the Gibbs phenomenon
and the use of windows/filtering.
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In the frequency domain, causality is defined in terms of the
transfer function H(w) that is the Fourier transform of the time-
domain impulse response function h(t). A system is said to be
causal if H(w) satisfies dispersion relations also known as
Kramers-Krönig relations [10, 11]. Dispersion relations can be
written in terms of the Hilbert transform, and state the real and
imaginary parts of a causal function form a Hilbert transform
pair. The dispersion relations are extremely important in many
areas of physics, science and engineering. In particular, in
electronics, they are used in reconstruction [12] and correction
[13, 14] of measured data; delay extraction [15-17]; time-
domain conversion [18]; estimation of optimal bandwidth and
data density [19]; and various causality verification and enforce-
ment techniques that are based on minimum phase and all-pass
decomposition [16, 17, 20-22], generalized dispersion relations
with subtractions [23-25], causality characterization via analytic
continuation for L2 integrable functions [26], and causality
enforcement using periodic continuations [27, 28], which is the
subject of the current study.

To characterize causality in the frequency domain using
dispersion relations, one needs to deal with the Hilbert trans-
form that is defined on the infinite domain. The integration can
be reduced to [0, 1] by symmetry of H(w) for real-valued
impulse response functions h. However, in practice, the values
of H(w) are usually available over a finite-length frequency
interval as a discrete set of frequency responses. Therefore,
domain of integration needs to be either truncated or the
behavior of H(w) for large w needs to be approximated. This
is inevitable, since measurements can only be practically con-
ducted over a finite frequency range. Similarly, a computa-
tional domain needs to be finite and its size should be limited
to control simulation cost. One of the approaches to deal with
these problems is to assume that H(w) is square integrable,
since this would imply that H(w) tends to zero at infinity,
which would allow domain truncation or enable extrapolation/
continuation of data to infinity. If, instead, H(w) does not
decay at infinity and remains bounded or even grows as w
increases, the generalized dispersion relations with subtrac-
tions can be used to decrease the sensitivity of data at high
frequencies and allow domain truncation [23-25]. For review
of some previous work done to address the problem of having
data on a bandlimited interval, please see [25].

We present an alternative approach that deals with band-
limited data, not periodic in general, by constructing a polyno-
mial periodic continuation and requiring the transfer function
to be periodic on a wider domain of finite length. Then we use
dispersion relations of periodically continued data to verify
causality on the original frequency interval and enforce it if
necessary. The dispersion relations are computed in a convolu-
tion form using spectrally accurate fast Fourier transform
(FFT) routine and its inverse (IFFT) that are designed for
periodic functions [29]. The preliminary results were reported
in [27], where the periodic continuations were applied to gen-
eral transfer functions H(w), for which the impulse response
functions h(t) are not necessarily real.

In this paper, we consider the case when h(t) is real. Then
the real and imaginary parts of H(w) are even and odd func-
tions, respectively, which gives symmetry conditions on the
frequency response data. It is known that direct application
of FFT/IFFT to nonperiodic data results in boundary artifacts.

We demonstrate that the proposed method is capable of decreas-
ing such boundary errors and its accuracy primarily depends on
the degree of a polynomial or smoothness of the continuation.
The method is capable of detecting smooth causality violations
that are typically difficult to detect [25]. We perform the error
analysis of the method in the presence of a noise or approxi-
mation errors in the data, and show that this error depends on
the smoothness and accuracy of the given frequency responses,
as well as smoothness and accuracy of a periodic continuation
in the extended domain.

The paper is organized as follows. We provide background
on causality of linear time-invariant systems, dispersion rela-
tions, and motivation for the proposed method. Then we pres-
ent a periodic polynomial continuation method and develop
the error estimates for this method. The performance of the
proposed technique is demonstrated on several analytic and
simulated examples, both causal and noncausal. Finally, we
provide our conclusions.

CAUSALITY AND DISPERSION RELATIONS

Causality is a fundamental physical property and it is valid
in all areas of physics. Consider a scalar system with an
impulse response function h(t,t 0) and an input f(t) to which it
responds with an output x(t). If the output x(t) is a linear
function of the input f(t) and the impulse response h is time-
invariant, then the response x(t) can be written as a convolution
of the input f(t) and the impulse response h(t � t 0) [30]:

xðtÞ ¼
ð1
�1

hðt � t0Þf ðt0Þdt0 ¼ hðtÞ � f ðtÞ: ð1Þ

The Fourier transform F of the impulse response function h,
denoted by H(w), is called the transfer function and it is

F½h�ðwÞ ¼
ð1
�1

hðtÞe�iwtdt � HðwÞ: ð2Þ

Please note that we use an opposite sign in the definition of the
Fourier transform than in [30]. For a multicomponent system,
the transfer function generalizes to the transfer matrix. In this
work, we restrict ourselves to a scalar case. The approach can
be generalized to multicomponent cases by considering each
entry of the transfer matrix separately.

The primitive causality principle, stated in the time domain,
says that no output x(t) can occur before the input f (t) or, in
other words, no effect can precede its cause. This implies that
if f (t) = 0 for t < T, then the same is true for x(t). As a
consequence, the impulse response function has to satisfy
the condition

hðtÞ ¼ 0; t < 0; ð3Þ
and the transfer function in eq. (2) becomes

HðwÞ ¼
ð1
0

hðtÞe�iwtdt: ð4Þ

Since the integral in (4) is extended only over a half-axis,
function H(w) has a regular analytic continuation in the lower
half w-plane.
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Physical systems that satisfy these conditions include com-
mon network representations, such as scattering, with f and
x being power waves; impedance, with f being currents and
x, voltages; and admittance, with f being voltages and x
being currents.
If we assume that h is a square integrable function, that is,

h 2 L2 ( R+ ), then H(w) 2 L2 ( R) by the Paley-Wiener theorem
[31] (H is actually analytic in the lower half plane, square
integrable, and it is called a Hardy function, H(w) 2 H2 ( R)).
The converse also holds [30, 26]. Moreover, the real and imag-
inary parts of Hardy functions are not independent of each
other. Let H(w) = ReH(w) + iImH (w). Starting from Cauchy
integral representation for analytic functions and applying a
limiting procedure as w tends to the real axis from below, one
obtains that H(w) satisfies the following integral identities:

ReHðwÞ ¼ 1

p
PV

ð1
�1

ImHðw0Þ
w� w0 dw0; ð5Þ

ImHðwÞ ¼ � 1

p
PV

Z 1

�1

ReHðw0Þ
w� w0 dw0; ð6Þ

where

PV

ð1
�1

¼ lim
"!0

ðw�"

�1
þ
ð1
wþ"

� �
denotes Cauchy’s principal value. Eqs. (5) and (6) are called
dispersion relations or Kramers-Krönig relations. They were
originally formulated for problems of light propagation in
a dispersive medium [10,11]. Dispersion relations are the
frequency-domain counterpart of the causality condition. They
show that given either ReH or ImH as an arbitrary square
integrable function, another can be determined or recon-
structed by causality. In mathematics, Kramers-Krönig rela-
tions are also called a Hilbert transform pair. Recall that the
Hilbert transform is defined by

H½uðwÞ� ¼ 1

p
PV

ð1
�1

uðw0Þ
w� w0 dw

0:

Then dispersion relations can be written as

ReHðwÞ ¼ H½ImHðwÞ�; ImHðwÞ ¼ �H½ReHðwÞ�;

i.e. ReH and ImH are Hilbert transforms of each other.
If the time-domain impulse response function h(t) is real-

valued, then ReH (w) and ImH (w) are even and odd functions,
respectively. Using these symmetries in (5), (6) produces

ReHðwÞ ¼ 2

p
PV

ð1
0

w0ImHðw 0Þ
w2 � ðw 0Þ2 dw 0 ð7Þ

ImHðwÞ ¼ 2w

p
PV

ð1
0

ReHðw 0Þ
w2 � ðw 0Þ2 dw 0: ð8Þ

Practical application of dispersion relations (5), (6) or (7), (8)
poses some difficulties. The transfer function H(w) is usually
available only at a discrete set of frequencies over a finite

bandwidth [wmin, wmax], with wmin � 0, while the range of
integration in (7), (8), for example, extends from zero to infin-
ity. Dispersion relations require numerical evaluation of the
singular integrals, but the bandwidth may not be sufficiently
wide for convergence. Moreover, in some cases, H(w) may not
be square integrable at all and may only be bounded or behave
as O(wn), when wj j ! 1, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Direct applica-
tion of dispersion relations (7), (8) may result in a large trun-
cation error in boundary regions of the given frequency interval
[wmin, wmax], producing significant boundary artifacts. The gen-
eralized dispersion relations with subtractions [32, 30] can be
used to increase the convergence of the dispersion integrals by
making integrands less sensitive to the high-frequency behavior,
and, thus, reduce the reconstruction errors caused by the finite
bandwidth. This approach has been used in [23-25] to develop a
causality verification tool for bandlimited tabulated frequency
responses. A recent paper [14] employes the dispersion relations
with subtractions to improve accuracy of vector network ana-
lyzer, scattering parameter device characterization.

In general, for a decaying at infinity impulse response func-
tion h(t), the asymptotic behavior of its Fourier transform H(w)
may approach a constant H1 as wj j ! 1. This implies that
the impulse response function h(t) has a delta function present
at t = 0. For impulse response functions that do not contain
such singularities, H1 = 0. Writing H1 = R1 + iI1, the
dispersion relations (5), (6) become [13]

ReHðwÞ ¼ 1

p
PV

ð1
�1

ImHðw 0Þ
w� w0 dw 0 þ R1; ð9Þ

ImHðwÞ ¼ � 1

p
PV

ð1
�1

ReHðw 0Þ
w� w 0 dw 0 þ I1: ð10Þ

Because of the odd symmetry of ImH and its uniqueness,
I1 = 0. Hence, eq. (10) reduces to

ImHðwÞ ¼ � 1

p
PV

ð1
�1

ReHðw 0Þ
w� w 0 dw 0: ð11Þ

Generalized dispersion relations (9), (11) imply that ImH can
be determined from ReH, while ReH is determined from ImH
to within a constant. This suggests that when it is not known
that H(w) decays to zero as wj j ! 1, causality can be veri-
fied by reconstructing ImH from ReH and comparing the result
with the given ImH, while reconstructing ReH from ImH
would require the knowledge of R1. For this reason, in what
follows we will employ ReH to reconstruct ImH.

Using convolution operation we can write (9), (11) as

ReHðwÞ ¼ 1

pw
� ImHðwÞ þ R1; ð12Þ

ImHðwÞ ¼ � 1

pw
� ReHðwÞ: ð13Þ

Convolution can be computed using Fourier transform F and
its inverse F�1 via convolution theorem to give

ReHðwÞ ¼ F�1 F
1

pw

� �
� F½ImHðwÞ�

� �
þ R1; ð14Þ

ImHðwÞ ¼ �F�1 F
1

pw

� �
� F½ReHðwÞ�

� �
: ð15Þ
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The Fourier transform of
1

�w
is evaluated using the contour

integration [33, p.240-242]

F
1

pw

� �
¼ PV

ð1
�1

e�ikw

pw
dw ¼ isgnðkÞ; ð16Þ

where k is the wave number. Eqs. (14), (15) provide a way of
reconstructing ImH from ReH and vice versa. Discrete Fourier
transform and its inverse can be computed employing FFT/
IFFT subroutines. However, these techniques are designed
for periodic functions, while the transfer functions H (w) are
not periodic in general. Direct application of FFT/IFFT to non-
periodic data may result in significant boundary errors. To
overcome this difficulty, we construct a smooth mth degree
polynomial periodic continuation Cm(ReH) of ReH(w) by
requiring this continuation to be periodic on a wider domain.
Then this periodically continued function is used to reconstruct
ImH employing FFT and IFFT routines. ImH can also be used
to reconstruct ReH; however, as can be seen from eq. (14),
this would require the knowledge of R1. For this reason, it
makes sense to reconstruct ImH from ReH unless it is known that
R1 = 0. The idea of using periodic continuation was motivated
by an example of the function H (w) = e�iaw, a > 0, that is not
square integrable and only bounded, but satisfies the dispersion
relations and has periodic real and imaginary parts [30]. Indeed,
ReH = cos(aw), ImH = �sin(aw), H½cosðawÞ� ¼ sinðawÞ, and
HðwÞ H½sinðawÞ� ¼ � cosðawÞ.

In the next section, we explain an idea of a periodic polyno-
mial continuation and subsequent causality verification.

PERIODIC POLYNOMIAL CONTINUATION AND CAUSALITY

VERIFICATION

In applications, the transfer function H(w) is available on a
finite bandwidth, wmin � 0, with a limited number N of discrete
values. We start with the baseband case when wmin � 0. The
approach can be generalized to the bandpass case when wmin �
0, as we show at the end of this section. Using spectrum
symmetry, we can define H(w) for [�wmax, 0], since ReH and
ImH are even and odd functions, respectively. For conve-
nience, we rescale H(w) to H(x) defined on x 2 [�0.5, 0.5] by

substitution x ¼ 0:5

wmax

w. Starting from ReH, we construct a

new function Cm(ReH), a periodic polynomial continuation
of ReH of degree m, that is the same as ReH on the interval
[�0.5, 0.5] and defined by an mth degree polynomial Pm (x) on
[0.5, 0.5 + 2b] in such a way that this new function is periodic
in the extended domain of length 1 + 2b and smooth up
to order m/2 (m is even) at points �0.5. Given a function
ReH (x), available at a discrete set of points in a unit-length
interval, its periodic mth degree polynomial continuation
Cm(ReH) is defined by

where function H (x) was reflected to [�0.5, 0] as an even
function and 1 + 2b is the period of the continuation. It may be
more convenient to think about the continuation Cm(ReH)(x)
defined on a symmetric interval [�0.5, �b, 0.5 + b]. The value
of b that determines the length of the extended domain can be
chosen depending on the behavior of H (x) in the boundary
regions around points �0.5. For periodic spectral continuations
[34-39, 28] based on approximation of a function with a trun-
cated Fourier series, the period of the continuation 1 + 2b is
typically chosen as twice the length of the original interval (we
have a unit interval in our case), so 2b = 1 implies b = 0.5. This
choice is not necessarily optimal since the error due to the
selection of b depends on a function being approximated, but it
is prominent in the literature (in particular, recommended in
[36]), has error estimates [37], and a fast algorithm [39] devel-
oped. For smooth functions H (x) that do not have wild oscilla-
tions in the boundary regions, the extended domain may be
chosen even larger b > 0.5. In cases when H (x) has high
frequency oscillations or steep slopes in the boundary regions,
b may be chosen smaller 0 < b < 0.5 [34, 28]. In this work, we
find that the same approach with the choice of b is applicable.
In our examples, we use b ranging from b = 0.00202 to b = 1.
The value of b may be tuned to get the better performance of
the method. The default value b = 0.5 can be chosen first. To see
if a smaller reconstruction error can be achieved with other values
of b, b can be varied in small increments within the range 0 <
b < 1 following the aforementioned recommendations.

Since ReH is the even function, the polynomial Pm should be

of an even degree m and the polynomial
Xm

l¼0
�lx

l should be

an even function as well. Hence, all coefficients al with odd
indices are zero. The remaining coefficients al with even indi-
ces are computed by requiring Pm (x) and its derivatives up to
the order m/2 to match function ReH and its corresponding
derivatives at points �0.5. By symmetry, it is enough to con-
sider only the point x = 0.5. For example, for P2 (x) = a2 (x �
x0)

2 + a0, the unknown coefficients are a2 and a0 and they are

computed by requiring P2 and its first-order derivative P
0
2 to

match ReH and ðReHÞ0 at x = 0.5. For P4 (x) = a4(x � x0)
4 +

a2(x � x0)
2 + a0, the unknowns a4, a2, and a0 are computed by

requiring P4, P
0
4, and P

00
4 to match ReH, ðReHÞ0 , and ðReHÞ00 at

x = 0.5, respectively. A polynomial Pm has m/2 + 1 unknown
coefficients that are found by requiring Pm and its derivatives
up to order m/2 inclusively to have the same values as ReH and
its corresponding derivatives at x = 0.4. To compute coeffi-
cients al of the polynomial Pm (x), one needs to know function
ReH and its derivatives. However, only discrete values of ReH
are available. Derivatives of ReH can be approximated, for
example, using one-sided finite differences [40], since only
values of H (x) to the left from point x = 0.5 are available.

CmðReHÞðxÞ ¼

ReHðxÞ; x 2 ½0; 0:5�
ReHð�xÞ; x 2 ½�0:5; 0�
PmðxÞ ¼

Pm
l¼0

�lðx� x0Þl; dk

dxk
ReHð0:5Þ ¼ dk

dxk
Pmð0:5Þ;

dk

dxk
ReHð�0:5Þ ¼ dk

dxk
Pmð0:5þ 2bÞ; k ¼ 0; . . . ;m=2;

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
ð17Þ
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Higher-order approximations of derivatives can be constructed
using, for instance, Richardson extrapolation [40].
In Fig. 1, as an example, we show function f (x) = 4x4 + 4x2 + 1

and its periodic 8th degree polynomial continuation C8 ( f )(x)
with b = 0.2. The period of the continuation is 1 + 2b = 1.4.
Moreover, the continuation C8 ( f )(x) and its derivatives up to
4th order are continuous at x = �0.5.

When the continuation Cm (ReH) is constructed, its Hilbert
transform H½CmðReHÞ� can be computed on [�0.5, 0.5 + 2b]
by FFT/IFFT routines to approximate ImH using eq. (15).
This would require finding the discrete Fourier transform of
Cm (ReH), multiplying the obtained Fourier coefficients by isgn
(k), where k is the wave number [see eq. (16)], consequently
computing the inverse Fourier transform, and multiplying it
by �1. The result �H½CmðReHÞ� is then compared with ImH
on the original interval [�0.5, 0.5].
Denote by EC,m the error in reconstructing ImH from ReH

using an mth degree polynomial continuation Cm (ReH):

EC:mðxÞ ¼ ImH � ð�H½CmðReHÞðxÞ�Þ
¼ ImH þ H½CmðReHÞðxÞ�; ð18Þ

where x 2 [�0.5, 0.5]. For completeness, we also introduce the
error E of reconstructing ImH from ReH without any continua-
tion used:

EðxÞ ¼ ImH þ H ½ReHðxÞ�; x 2 ½�0:5; 0:5�: ð19Þ
Given a tolerance e > 0 (based on the accuracy of the data and
the continuation overall, and its smoothness [see the Error

Analysis section for more details]), and computing some norm
EC;m

�� �� (l1 or l2 norm, for example) of the reconstruction error
EC,m, a decision then can be made whether the given transfer
function H (x), and, hence, H (w), are causal or not depending
on if EC;m

�� �� < " or not. In this work, we use l1 norm to
analyze the error. The error estimates developed in the Error
Analysis section are also given in terms of l1 norm.

This approach can be generalized to the bandpass regime
with wmin > 0. In this case, H (w) is available at a discrete set
of points in [wmin, wmax]. Similar to the baseband case, we

rescale H (w) to H (x) by substitution x ¼ 0:5

wmax

w. Then H (x)

is defined on [a, 0.5], where a ¼ 0:5
wmin

wmax

> 0. Since ReH is an

even function, we have values of ReH on [�0.5, �a] by spec-
trum symmetry. To define missing values of ReH in [�a, a],
we construct a polynomial ~Pm0

of an even degree m0 using a
similar approach as for construction of Pm, in which we require
~Pm0

to be an even function. Moreover, ~Pm0
and its derivatives

up to the order m0/2 should match ReH and its corresponding
derivatives at x = �a. The degree m0 may be the same as m or
different. In this work, we use m0 = m. Then the periodic
continuation Cm;m0

ðReHÞ is defined as follows.

Again, by periodicity, we can think that the continuation
Cm;m0

ðReHÞðxÞ is defined on a symmetric interval [�0.5�b,
0.5 + b]. Having the continuation Cm;m0

ðReHÞðxÞ constructed,
one can verify causality of H using a similar approach as for
the baseband case: employing the continuation Cm;m0

ðReHÞðxÞ
instead of ReH to reconstruct ImH via eq. (15) and comparing
the result with ImH on the original interval [�0.5, 0.5]. In other
words, one needs to compute the discrete Fourier transform
F½Cm:m0

ðReHÞðxÞ� using FFT, and multiply the obtained Fou-
rier coefficients by isgn(k). Computing the inverse discrete
Fourier transform of the result using IFFT and multiplying it
by �1 will give the negative Hilbert transform of the continu-
ation, �H½Cm:m0

ðReHÞ�, which should be compared with ImH
(I), x 2 [�0.5,0.5]. We use the same definition (18) of the
reconstruction error EC,m as for the baseband case. If this error
is greater than the causality threshold e, the transfer function
H (x) is noncausal. Otherwise, we say that causality is satisfied
within the error less or equal than e. The bandpass case is
considered in the transmission line example later in this paper,
where the transfer function H (w) is only available for w > 0.

Next, we present an analysis of the error in approximation
of ImH by �H½CmðReHÞ� or �H½Cm:m0

ðReHÞ� when only a

Fig. 1. Function f (x) = 4x4 + 4x2 + 1 and its periodic 8th degree polynomial
continuation C8 ( f )(x) with b = 0.2 and N = 501.

Cm;m0
ðReHÞðxÞ ¼

ReHðxÞ; x 2 ½a; 0:5�
ReHð�xÞ; x 2 ½�0:5;�a�;
PmðxÞ ¼

Pm
l¼0

�lðx� x0Þl; x 2 ½0:5; 0:5þ 2b�; x0 ¼ 0:5þ b;

~Pm0
ðxÞ ¼ P0

k¼0

�kx
k ; x 2 ½�a; a�;

dk

dxk
ReHð0:5Þ ¼ dk

dxk
Pmð0:5Þ; k ¼ 0; . . . ;m=2;

dk

dxk
ReHð�0:5Þ ¼ dk

dxk
Pmð0:5þ 2bÞ; k ¼ 0; . . . ;m=2;

dl

dxl
ReHð�aÞ ¼ dl

dxl
~Pm0

ð�aÞ; l ¼ 0; . . . ;m0=2:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð20Þ
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discrete set of values of H is available in the presence of a
noise or approximation errors in the data.

ERROR ANALYSIS

Assume that the data for H (w) = ReH (w) + iImH (w) are
available on [wmin, wmax], wmin � 0, at a discrete set of fre-
quencies wj, j = 1,. . .,N. Consider first the case when wmin = 0.
After rescaling from w to x and using spectrum symmetry, we
obtain the function H (x), whose domain is O = [�0.5, 0.5] and
values are available at xj 2 O, j = 1,. . ., 2N�1. Denote by Oc =
[�0.5, �b, 0.5 + b] the domain of a single period of a polyno-
mial continuation Cm (ReH)(x) constructed by using a polyno-
mial Pm (x) defined in eq. (17). The continuation is defined on
a wider domain Oc that contains O and available at points
~xj 2 Oc; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 2M þ 1;M > N . Moreover, ~xj ¼ xj if
~xj 2 O. When wmin > 0, we denote by O = [�0.5, �a] \ [a,
0.5]. In this case, ReH (x) also needs to be approximated
around zero by another polynomial ~Pm0

defined in eq. (20)

for x 2 [�a, a], a ¼ 0:5
wmin

wmax

, since the part of the spectrum
around zero is missing.

Our goal is to bound the error in the approximation of ImH (x)
by �H ½CmðReHÞðxÞ� or �H ½Cm;m0

ðReHÞðxÞ� for a causal
function H(x) in the domain O. Because of the spectrum sym-
metry, the error is the same on the interval x 2 [0, 0.5]
and, hence, on w 2 [0, wmax]. In the bandpass case when
wmin � 0, the domain of interest is x 2 [a, 0.5] or w 2 [wmin,
wmax], respectively.

There are several sources of the error. The first error Ep is
due to approximation of derivatives of ReH(x) needed for
construction of polynomials Pm(x) and ~Pm0

ðxÞ. Consider the
mth degree polynomial Pm(x) first. Since we use the same
samples of H at xj 2 O, the error Ep is zero on O and nonzero
on Oc \ O. If the derivatives of ReH are approximated using
finite difference formulas of order O (hr), r = 1, 2,. . . with

h ¼ 0:5

N � 1
, then the polynomial continuation is accurate

within the error O (hr) and has order m/2 of smoothness at
boundary points x = �0.5. Similarly, constructing a polyno-

mial ~Pm0
ðxÞ for x 2 [�a, a] using the same order finite differ-

ence approximations results in the error of the same order
O (hr). Then Ep = O (hr ). If m = m0, then both polynomials

Pm(x) and ~PmðxÞ have the same smoothness order m/2 at x =
�0.5 and x = �a, respectively.

The second error EF comes from approximating the func-
tion CmReH(x) or Cm;m0

ðReHÞðxÞ by a 2M-mode Fourier
series, which is computed by employing an FFT routine. This
error depends primarily on the smoothness of the function on
the entire domain Oc where the Fourier series is constructed.
For a function g with period 1 + 2b and k continuous deriv-
atives, the error in approximation of g by the first 2M-mode
Fourier series, denoted by ĝM , follows from Jackson theo-
rems [41]:

EFk kL1ðOcÞ ¼ g � ĝMk kL1ðOcÞ

	 �

2

1þ 2b

2�

� �k
1

M

� �k

gðkÞ
�� ��

L1ðOcÞ: ð21Þ

This error bound shows that as b increases, the error may also
increase. On the other hand, as b approaches a value of 1, the
Gibbs phenomenon does not allow the error g � ĝMk kL1ð�cÞ to
decay rapidly if function g is nonperiodic. An optimal value
of b depends on the specific function g being approximated
[36, 37]. The value b = 0.5 can be chosen for convenience,
since this value is often used in the literature, especially in the
case of singular value decomposition (SVD)-based Fourier
continuations [39, 28, 42].

Denote by g = Cm(ReH)(x) and ĝ ¼ ĈmðReHÞðxÞ its 2M-
mode Fourier approximation. Let ReH have k1 continuous
derivates on O. Then the continuation Cm(ReH)(x) has k =
min(k1, m/2) continuous derivatives since the polynomial Pm

of order m has up to m/2 continuous derivatives at x = �0.5.
Therefore, smoothness of g on Oc depends on smooth-
ness of ReH and the order m of the polynomial Pm. If
g ¼ Cm;m0

ðReHÞðxÞ is used instead, then with the choice
m0 = m, this continuation has the same order of smooth-
ness, otherwise k = min(k1, m/2, m0/2).

The frequency responses may be known with some error Ed.
This is the third source of the error. This error may be due to
experimental measurement inaccuracies or approximation and
discretization in case of finite element numerical simulations.
This implies that both ReH and ImH are known with the error
Ed on O. Since the polynomial continuations are constructed
with the error Ep due to finite difference approximation of
derivatives of ReH and this error is on Oc \O, we can write the
following error bound:

ðg þ Ep þ EdÞ � ĝN
�� ��

L1ðOcÞ ¼ ðg � ĝN Þ þ Ep þ Ed

�� ��
L1ðOcÞ

	 ðg � ĝN Þk kL1ðOcÞ þ Ep

�� ��
L1ðOcÞ

þ Edk k
L1ðOÞ ; ð22Þ

where g = Cm (ReH)(x) or g ¼ Cm;m0
ReHð Þ xð Þ.

Further, to check causality, we compute �H½CmðReHÞðxÞ�
or �H½Cm;m0

ðReHÞðxÞ� to approximate ImH(x) on O. The
Hilbert transform is calculated spectrally using the convolution

form (15) and the fact that F
1

px

� �
¼ i sgnðkÞ, as follows. The

discrete Fourier transform of Cm(ReH)(x) or Cm;m0
ðReHÞðxÞ is

computed using FFT and then Fourier coefficients of Cm(ReH)(x)
or Cm;m0

ðReHÞðxÞ are multiplied by isgn(k) with the subse-
quent application of IFFT to the result to compute its inverse
discrete Fourier transform and multiplication by �1 to get
�H½CmðReHÞðxÞ� or �H½Cm;m0

ðReHÞðxÞ�, respectively. For
this reason, the error in computing the Hilbert transform of
Cm(ReH)(x) or Cm;m0

ðReHÞðxÞ is dominated by approxima-
tion of these functions with their corresponding truncated
Fourier series, for which the error bound is given in (22),
where the noise Ed in data and discretization error Ep are taken
into account.

Therefore, we can write the following error bound for
approximation of ImH by �H ½CmðReHÞðxÞ� on O:

ðImHðxÞ þ EdÞ � �H ½CmðReHÞðxÞ þ Ep þ Ed �
� ��� ��

L1ðOÞ

	 CmðReHÞðxÞ � CmðRbeHÞðxÞk kL1ðOcÞ
þ Ep

�� ��
L1ðOcÞ þ Edk kL1ðOÞ
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	 �

2

1þ 2b

2�

� �k
1

M

� �k

ðCmðReHÞÞk
��� ���

L1ðOcÞ

þ Ep

�� ��
L1ðOcÞ þ Edk kL1ðOÞ

Similar error estimates can be written if Cm;m0
ðReHÞ is used

instead. Therefore, we can formulate the following result.
Theorem. Consider a rescaled transfer function H(x) =

ReH(x) + iImH(x) whose discrete values are available at
equally spaced points xj2 O, O = [�0.5,0.5], j = 1,. . ., 2N�1,
that are accurate within the error Ed. Assume that H(x) has k1
continuous derivatives on O. Construct a periodic mth degree
polynomial continuation Cm (ReH) of ReH on Oc = [�0.5, �b,
0.5 + b], b > 0, defined in (17). Assume that derivatives of
ReH up to order m/2 needed for polynomial construction are
approximated by finite difference formulas accurate to O(hr),

where h ¼ 0:5

N � 1
, r = 1, 2,. . . . Then the error in approximation of

ImH(x) by �H½CmðReHÞ�ðxÞ on O computed in the presence
of errors Ed and Ep has the upper bound

p
2

1þ 2b

2p

� �k
1

M

� �k

ðCmðReHÞÞðkÞ
��� ���

L1ðOcÞ
þ ~Chr þ Edk kL1ðOcÞ; ð23Þ

where k = min(k1, m/2), M ¼ 1þ 2b

2h
> N , Ep

�� ��
L1ðOcÞ 	 ~Chr,

and ~C is some constant that depends on a certain derivative
of ReH.
If function H(x) has missing values in x 2 [�a, a], 0 < a <

0.5 and another polynomial ~Pm0
ðxÞ of degree m0 computed

using derivatives of ReH accurate within O(hr) is used to
approximate H(x) on [�a, a], the error estimates are similar,
perhaps with a different constant ~C:

p
2

1þ 2b

2�

� �k
1

M

� �k

ðCm;m0
ðReHÞÞðkÞ

��� ���
L1ðOcÞ

þ ~Chr þ Edk kL1ðOcÞ;

ð24Þ

where k = min(k1, m/2, m0/2).
This result implies that the error in reconstruction of ImH

depends on the smoothness of the periodic polynomial contin-
uation Cm(ReH), on the number 2N�1 of samples on O, the
choice of the continuation parameter b, and, consequently, the
number 2M of samples on Oc. This is given by the first term in
(23). The error also depends on the accuracy of the polynomial
continuation [second term of order O(hr)] and accuracy of the
given data (the last term with Edk kL1ð�cÞ). Since the smooth-
ness of the polynomial continuation depends on the degree
of the polynomials Pm and P̂m0

, the higher degrees m and m0

are, the smoother the continuation will be, and, as a conse-
quence, the smaller error should be in the reconstruction of
ImH at the boundary due to mismatch of values of H and its
derivatives at x = �0.5 for nonperiodic functions H.
The largest error among EF, Ed, and Ep can be used to define

the threshold

e ¼ maxf EFk kL1ðOcÞ; Edk kL1ðOÞ; Ep

�� ��
L1ðOcÞg

for the reconstruction error EC,m, defined in (18), above which
the frequency responses will be considered noncausal. If the

error is smaller than e, the data are considered causal within the
error e. This choice of the threshold may be too high, and the
smoothness order k1 of the data may not be known in practice.
k1 can be estimated from the growth rate of the reconstruction
error EC,m when N, N/2, N/4, and so on samples are used with
the same b. For practical purposes, the threshold e can be
chosen to coincide with the accuracy of the data (accuracy of
measurements or numerical simulations).

In the Numerical Examples section, we test the polynomial
continuation method for causality verification on several ana-
lytic and simulated causal and noncausal examples to show
that the approach with the periodic continuation is able to
decrease significantly the error at the boundary of the fre-
quency interval that is due to the lack of out-of-band frequency
responses. Causal transfer functions are used for validation of
the method and they present a so-called ideal causality test. We
also impose localized smooth causality violations modeled by
a Gaussian function and show that the approach is capable of
detecting them even when the amplitude of such violations
is small.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we apply the proposed technique to several
functions, causal and noncausal, to verify effectiveness of the
proposed method.

A. Four-Pole Example

To test the performance of the proposed technique, we con-
sider a transfer function with four poles defined by

HðwÞ ¼ r1

iwþ p1
þ �r1
iwþ �p1

þ r2

iwþ p2
þ �r2
iwþ �p2

;

with r1 = 1 + 3i, p1 = 1 +2i, r2 ¼ 2

3
þ 1

2
i, p2 ¼ 1

2
þ 5i. Since the

poles of H (w) are located in the upper half w-plane at �2 + i

and �5þ 1

2
i, this function is causal as a sum of four causal

transforms. H is sampled on [0, wmax], with wmax = 10 GHz.
Using the spectrum symmetry, ReH is reflected to [�wmax, 0]
as an even function, and the interval [�wmax, wmax] is rescaled
to [�0.5, 0.5]. ReH is shown in Fig. 2a. Superimposed is its
periodic 8th degree polynomial continuation C8 (ReH)(x) with
b = 1. In Fig. 2b, we plot ImH and its reconstruction
�H½C8ðReHÞðxÞ� using the continuation. For comparison, we
also show the result of applying the Hilbert transform to ReH
directly without any continuation, which is computed using the
Matlab built-in function hilbert. It is clear that agreement
between ImH and�H½C8ðReHÞðxÞ� is much better than between
ImH and �H½ReHðxÞ�, especially in the boundary region.

Next, we analyze the dependence of the quality of recon-
struction on the smoothness of the continuation given by the
polynomial degree m. In Fig. 3, we plot the reconstruction
error EC,m, defined in (18), for polynomial periodic continua-
tions of degrees m = 2, 4, 6, and 8. For comparison, we also
include the error E, defined in (19), when no continuation is
used. The results indicate that using a periodic continuation,
we are able to significantly reduce the error everywhere on the
given interval but especially in the boundary region. The error
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is shown to decrease as the polynomial degree m increases,
though not monotonically in this example. Specifically, the
error EC,2 with the 2nd degree polynomial continuation is
about 4 times smaller than the error E without periodic con-
tinuation, while using 8th degree polynomial continuation
reduces the error E by 100 times. This is in agreement with
the error bound (21) that decreases as k increases. In Fig. 3b,
we show the reconstruction error EC,8 that does not exceed
3 � 10�3 on the entire interval. We say that the given transfer
function H (x), and, hence, H (w), are causal with the error at
most 3 � 10�3. Even though this error is not very small, such
accuracy may be enough for some experimental results where
it is not possible to get extremely high accuracy in measure-
ments. Since the accuracy is higher for higher m, in what
follows, we fix m = 8 and use it to construct polynomial
continuations in other examples. Higher values of m can be
used to get more accuracy. At the same time, we find that the
reconstruction error EC,m does not significantly depend on the
resolution of data [i.e., the number of samples N, once enough
points are used to represent H(x)]. The order of accuracy of
derivative approximation also has a weak effect on the quality
of reconstruction. Therefore, in this example, the error is dom-
inated by the error EF in approximation of a function by a
truncated Fourier series, which decreases as the smoothness
of the function increases. See the Error Analysis section for
more information.

B. Transmission Line Example

We consider a uniform transmission line segment of length
L ¼ 5 cm having the following per-unit-length parameters: L =
5.2 nH/cm, C = 1.1 pF/cm, R = 1.3 O/cm, and G = 0. This
example was used in [25] to test a causality tool based on
generalized dispersion relations with subtractions. The fre-
quency is sampled on the interval (0, 9.0] GHz. The scattering
matrix is computed using Matlab function rlgc2s. The element
H(w) = S11(w) is selected for analysis. The model used in the
function rlgc2s does not allow one to obtain the value of the
transfer function at w = 0 (DC), but it is possible to sample it
from any small nonzero frequency wmin > 0, so we have the
bandpass case. Since the magnitude of S11 has to be bounded
by 1, the value at w = 0 should be finite. The situation when a
part of the low frequency response is missing can occur either
in experimental measurements or simulations.

As was explained in the Periodic Polynomial Continuation
and Causality Verification section, we use spectrum symme-
try of H(w) to get values of H(w) for negative frequencies

[�wmax, �wmin]. With the substitution x ¼ 0:5

wmax

w, we rescale

H(w) to H(x) defined on [�0.5, �a] \ [a, 0.5]. As with the
baseband case, we use ReH to reconstruct ImH, since it does
not require the value of H at infinity. The missing part in [�a,
a] is approximated by an even degree polynomial ~Pm0

defined

Fig. 2. (a) ReH(x) and its periodic 8th degree polynomial continuation C8 (ReH) (x) in the four-pole example with N = 1001, b = 1 shown on [�0.5, 3.5].
(b) ImH and its reconstructions �H½C8ðReHÞðxÞ� and �H½ReHðxÞ� with and without periodic continuation, respectively.

Fig. 3. (a) Errors EC,m in reconstruction of ImH in the four-pole example using continuation Cm (ReH)(x)) with polynomials of degree m = 2, 4, 6, 8, and b = 1,
and E from the direct computation of Hilbert transform (without continuation) using Matlab function hilbert. (b) Zoom-in of the error EC,8 (x).
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in (20) with m0 = m = 8. Fig. 4a shows ReH(x) together
with C8,8(ReH), whereas ImH(x) and its reconstruction
�H ½C8;8ðReHÞ�, using continuation superimposed with recon-
struction �H ½ReH � without continuation, are presented in
Fig. 4b.
Clearly, using continuation helps reduce the reconstruction

error on the entire frequency interval. The corresponding errors
EC,8 and E are presented in Fig. 5. The results indicate that
8th degree polynomial continuation allows one to reduce the
overall reconstruction error by about 200 times. The transfer
function in this case is causal, with the error at most 7310�4.
It should be noted that even though the reconstruction error

in the boundary regions close to wmax depends primarily on the
smoothness of the continuation (i.e., the degree m of the poly-
nomial Pm used to construct the continuation), and much less
on data resolution, the accuracy of reconstruction in the region
near x = 0 strongly depends on the resolution and proximity of
wmin to zero. As the number N of samples increases, wmin

decreases (in our test wmin = wmax/N), and the error in recon-
struction near x = 0 also decreases as a function of 1/N. We
experimented with N ranging from 70 to 2,000 and found
that for small N, the error around x = 0 decreases as a function
of 1/N3, while for large values, it behaves as 1/N. Hence, in this
example, the discretization error Ep = O(hr ) that defines the
accuracy of construction of the polynomial ~Pm0

for x 2 [�a, a]
plays a more important role for x around 0 than the smoothness
of the continuation.

Next, we test the sensitivity of the method to detect causality
violations by artificially imposing a localized causality viola-
tion modeled by a Gaussian function [23, 25]

a exp �ðx� x0Þ2
2�2

 !
; 6� ¼ 10�2; ð25Þ

where a and x0 are an amplitude and location of a perturbation.
Here s = 10�2/6 is the standard deviation of the Gaussian, so
that the “support” of such perturbation is 10�2, a very small
number. Outside this support, the perturbation is very close to
zero. We add this perturbation to ReH(x) and keep ImH(x)
unchanged. A symmetric perturbation is imposed at �x0. We
note that the Gaussian function is infinitely smooth and is
typically difficult to detect smooth causality violations [25].
We vary the amplitude a of the perturbation to find how small
causality violations can be detected, for example, using 8th
degree polynomial continuations C8ReH(x). The results with
x0 = 0.1, a = 10�2, 10�3, and 10�4 are shown in Fig. 6.

We can clearly see that the approach with a polynomial
periodic continuation gives superior results over the approach
without a continuation. For larger amplitude a = 10�2, both
methods, with and without continuation, allow one to detect
the causality violation location by developing spikes there. The
method with the continuation maintains much smaller error
away from the region where the violation is imposed, while

Fig. 4. (a) ReH (x) and its 8th degree periodic polynomial continuation C8 (ReH) in the transmission line example with N = 1000, b = 0.24 shown on [�0.5, 1.5].
(b) ImH (x) and its reconstructions �H ½C8ðReHÞðxÞ� with continuation and �H ½ReHðxÞ� without continuation.

Fig. 5. (a) Reconstruction errors EC,8 and E in the transmission line example with and without continuation. (b) Zoom-in of the error EC,8.
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without continuation, the magnitude of the error is even higher
away from the location of causality violation, which makes it
essentially impossible to differentiate between true causality
violation and just error variation that is due to the truncation of
the domain in this case. When a = 10�3, the difference between
results obtained using the two approaches is even more pro-
nounced. The method with the continuation successfully
detects the violation. Even though the error with the method
without continuation also produces spikes at the location of the
violation, the magnitude of the error is much bigger than the
size of the spike, so this method fails to detect the causality
violation. With even smaller amplitude, a = 10�4, the approach
with a polynomial continuation is still able to detect causality
violation locations by developing spikes in the reconstruction
error at the appropriate values of x, but these spikes are of
about the same magnitude as the surrounding error, so they
may not be understood as indicators of causality violations.
The approach without continuation is not essentially able to
detect the causality violation of this small size at all.

The sensitivity of the method to detect small causality vio-
lations depends on the fact if the method is capable of produc-
ing appropriate size disturbances in the error at the locations of
causality violations (spikes in our case, since we use localized
Gaussian perturbations of a causal function) with the error on
the rest of the domain of smaller size. To analyze this, we do
the following. With the causality violations located at�0.1, we
fix control points, for example, x = �0.5 (boundary), x = �0.4,
x =�0.3, and x =�0.2, vary the degree of the polynomial from
m = 2 to m = 8, and compute the reconstruction error EC,m at
the control points. The logarithmic plot of these errors is given
in Fig. 7. The values at m = 0 correspond to reconstruction

errors obtained without using continuation. The plot shows that
as the degree m of the polynomial (i.e., smoothness of the
polynomial continuations) increases, the reconstruction error
decreases at all control points, especially at the boundary. In
particular, for m � 6, the error at all control points is below
10�3 (shown by the dashed line), which implies that the
method with the polynomial continuation of degree at least 6
can detect causality violations of the amplitude 10�3 or higher.
The plot also suggests that with higher values of m, the method
should become sensitive to even smaller causality violations.

In papers [23-25], the generalized dispersion relations with
subtractions were used to check causality of raw frequency
responses. The authors provide explicit error estimates to
account for finite frequency resolution (discretization error in
computing Hilbert transform integral) and finite bandwidth
(truncation error due to using only a finite frequency interval
instead of the entire frequency axis), and to make the causality
violations unbiased from numerical discretization and domain
truncation errors. The authors show that with more subtrac-
tions, one can make the truncation error arbitrarily small, but
the discretization error that is fixed by the resolution of given
frequency responses does not go away. They report that if
causality violations are too small and smooth, using more
subtractions may not affect the overall error, since it is then
dominated by the discretization error. In addition, even placing
more subtraction points in the boundary regions close to
�wmax may not affect the truncation error, and it may not be
small, since the out-of-band samples are missing. In the cur-
rent work, we are able to significantly decrease boundary
artifacts by constructing smooth, periodic polynomial contin-
uations. Moreover, the higher degree m of the continuation
polynomial is, the smaller overall reconstruction can be
obtained, especially in the boundary region. The method also
allows one to detect smooth causality violations (Gaussian is
an infinitely smooth function). Even though using 8th degree
periodic polynomial continuation allows one to reach recon-
struction error only on the order of 10�5 and the approach is
capable of detecting causality violation of the amplitude up to
10�4, numerical experiments, as well as work [28], show that
with higher values of degree m and smoother continuations,
the reconstruction error EC,m can be decreased to increase the
sensitivity of the method to small causality violations. The
discretization error and a noise in data also affect the perfor-
mance of the method, since they contribute to the upped
bound (24) of the reconstruction error below which the
method is not able to differentiate between causality viola-
tions and the discretization error (see the Error Analysis
section for more details).

Fig. 6. Errors EC,8 and E in the transmission line example with the imposed Gaussian causality violation (25) of amplitudes (a) a = 10�2, (b) a = 10�3 and
(c) a = 10�4.

Fig. 7. Errors EC,m in the transmission line example with m = 2, 4, 6, and 8 at
control points x = �0.5, �0.4, �0.3, and �0.2.
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C. Finite Element Model of a Dynamic Random Access
Memory Package

This example uses a scattering matrix S of a dynamic ran-
dom access memory (DRAM) package with 110 input and
output ports, which was generated by a Finite Element Method
(courtesy of Micron Technology Inc). The values of the scat-
tering matrix are available at N = 100 equally spaced frequency
points ranging from wmin = 0 to wmax = 5 GHz. We apply the
technique to the S parameter H(w) = S(100, 1) that relates the
output signal from port 100 to the input signal at port 1 as a
function of frequency w. The procedure can be extended to
other elements of S by applying the method to every element
of the scattering matrix. After rescaling frequencies to [�0.5,
0.5], we obtain function H(x).
ReH (x) is plotted in Fig. 8a superimposed with C8(ReH(x)),

where we used b = 0.0202. Fig. 8b contains ImH(x) and the
result of application of the Hilbert transform to C8(ReH(x)).
For comparison, we also plot H½ReHðxÞ� without any continu-
ation. The reconstruction errors EC,8 and E are shown
in Fig. 9a. The results indicate that periodic continuation
allows one to maintain a small uniform error on the order of
10�5 away from the boundary that is about 10 times smaller
than the error obtained without using continuation. However,
the error in the boundary region in this example is bigger, with

b > 0 compared with b = 0. This can be explained by the fact
that both ReH(x) and ImH(x) have steep slopes at the bound-
ary that are most likely signs of a discontinuity typical for
transfer functions of real-life high-speed interconnects. A lim-
ited smoothness of a continuation (for an 8th degree polyno-
mial, the continuation is smooth only up to a 4th order
derivative at end points) is not enough to resolve the disconti-
nuity and remove boundary effects. Smoother periodic conti-
nuations are needed to handle the error at the boundary in this
example. In Fig. 9b, we analyze the reconstruction error EC,8 as
the length b of the extended domain varies. As b increases
from b = 0 to b = 8h with h = 0.0051, we observe that the error
away from the boundary decreases and reaches its minimum
(optimal value) around b = 4h and then starts to increase. The
error at the boundary increases monotonically with b.

In this example, our method shows that the frequency
responses are causal within 10�5 error away from the boundary
(about 20%), whereas the error in the boundary region is on the
order of 10�3. Even though the error is not very small, this
accuracy may be acceptable in practical situations when exper-
imental data are used and it is not possible to achieve very high
accuracy in measurements.

The relatively large reconstruction error at the boundary
comes from low smoothness order of the transfer function and
the polynomial continuation, as well as from low resolution.

Fig. 8. (a) ReH(x) and its periodic 8th degree polynomial continuation C8 (ReH)(x) in the example of a finite element model of a DRAM package with N = 11,
b = 0.0202 shown on [�0.5, 1]. (b) ImH(x) superimposed with H½C8ðReHÞðxÞ� and H½ReH �.

Fig. 9. (a) Error EC,8 of approximation of ImH (x) by �H½C8ðReHÞ� with a periodic 8th degree polynomial continuation, N = 100, b = 0202 compared with the
error E with H½ReH � without periodic continuation in the example of a finite element model of a DRAM package. (b) Errors EC,8 and E for various length of the
extended domain: b = 0 (no continuation), b = h, 2h, 4h, and 8h, where h = 0.0051.
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To show this, we investigate the error EF of the approximation
of a function g that has k continuous derivatives with a first
2M-mode Fourier series, given in (21). We note that

EFk kL1 
 C �M�k ; ð26Þ

where C depends on b, k, and g(k). The smoothness order k is
not given in practice, but it can be estimated by analyzing the
reconstruction errors with N, N/2, N/4, . . . samples on the orig-
inal frequency interval, since they produce 2M, (2M)/2, (2M)/
4,. . . . Fourier coefficients, respectively, used in the approxi-
mation. Here we assume that the discretization error Ep due
to finite difference approximation of derivatives of ReH and
a noise Ed in data are smaller than EF, and can be neglected.
By taking natural logarithm of both sides of (26), we get

ln EFk kL1 
 lnC � k ln k; ð27Þ

i.e. ln EFk kL1 is a linear function of lnk. Using the reconstruc-
tion errors for N, N/2, and N/4, plotted in Fig. 10a, where N =
100, and computing their l1 errors, we can approximate k and
C in the least squares sense using (27), which gives k = 1.4884
and C = 0.2394. Then we can extrapolate the behavior of
EFk kL1 for largerM by equation (26) to see how many approx-

imately Fourier coefficients will be needed to get a prescribed
accuracy. This is shown in Fig. 10b, where the norms of recon-
struction error EC,8 with N, N/2, and N/4 are superimposed with
the fit C � M�k. The black, dashed vertical line corresponds to
M = 103 that determines the number of Fourier coefficients used
to approximate ImH via continuation of ReH with N = 100. As
the graph indicates, the error bound due to approximation of a
function with a 2M Fourier series decays slowly and it is of the
order of 10�4 even for N = 300. Because of this slow decay of
the error withM and very limited number of frequency response
samples, the method cannot differentiate between the error due
to approximation of a function with a truncated Fourier series
and causality violations below 5 3 10�4.

D. Delayed Gaussian Example

Here we use a Gaussian function with a delay employed in
[22] to check causality of interconnects through the minimum-
phase and all-pass decomposition. The time-domain impulse-

response function is modeled by a Gaussian with the center of
the peak td and standard deviation s:

hðt; tdÞ ¼ exp �ðt; tdÞ2
2�2

" #
:

With td = 0, the Gaussian function h(t, 0) is even and cannot be
causal. As td increases, the center of the peak shifts to the right
(see Fig. 11) and for td > 3s, the impulse-response function
h(t, td) can be gradually made causal by increasing td.

The Fourier transform of h(t, td) or its corresponding transfer
function H(w, td) is

Hðw; tdÞ ¼ exp½�2ð�w�Þ2 � 2i�wtd �;
a periodic function damped by an exponentially decaying func-
tion. We consider two sets of values of the delay td. For small
td > 3s, the function H(w, td) is noncausal. For larger values
td > 3s, when the delay td is big enough, the transfer function
H(w, td) should be more and more causal.

We fix s = 1. In Fig. 12a, we show ReH(x) with a small
delay value td = 0.1 together with a continuation C8(ReH).
Fig. 12b presents ImH(x) as well as its reconstructions
H ½C8ðReHÞ� and H ½ReH � with and without continuations,
respectively. Both approaches have a very large reconstruc-
tion error that suggests that the transfer function H(w, 0.1)
is not causal, as expected. Varying b does change the

Fig. 10. (a) Errors EC,8 of approximation of ImH (x) by �H ½C8ðReHÞ� in the example of a finite element model of a DRAM package with N, N/2, and N/4,
where N = 100 was used to estimate the smoothness k of the continuation. (b) Norms of the reconstruction errors EC;8

�� ��
1 with N, N/2, and N/4, where N = 100,

superimposed with fitted EFk kL1 
 C �M�k , k = 1.4884, and C = 0.2394.

Fig. 11. Impulse-response function h(t,td) in the delayed Gaussian example
with td varying from 0.1 to 8.
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actual shape of the error EC,8, but does not essentially affect
its magnitude.
Next, we set td = 8 and use the same b to construct the

continuation. The results are shown in Fig. 13. Clearly, there
is much better agreement between ImH and its reconstructions
�H½C8ðReHÞ� and �H½ReH � in both cases, with and without
reconstruction.
The reconstruction errors EC,8 and E are shown in Fig. 14

and demonstrate the error EC,8 with continuation is much
smaller than the error E without continuation. The magnitude
of EC,8 is on the order 2310

�4, about 200 times smaller than E,

and it is shown separately in Fig. 14b. In this case, we are able
to say that the transfer function H(w, 8) is causal with the error
at most 2.5310�4.

To show gradual change in causality of H(w, td), we vary
the time delay td from 0.1 to 8 and measure l1 norms of
reconstruction errors EC,8 and E. These errors are presented
in Table I and shown in Fig. 15. For small values td, both errors
decrease as td increases. For larger td, the error EC,8 with
continuation keeps decreasing until 2.5310�4 with td = 8, while
the error E without continuation saturates at approximately
2.5310�2 starting at td = 1.

Fig. 12. (a) ReH (x) and C8 (ReH) in the delayed Gaussian example with td = 0.1, N = 1001, and b = 0.096 shown on [�0.51]. (b) ImH (x) and its reconstructions
�H½C8ðReHÞ� and �H½ReH � with and without continuations, respectively.

Fig. 13. (a) ReH(x) and C8(ReH) in the delayed Gaussian example with td = 8, N = 1001, and b = 0.096 shown on [�0.5, 1.5]. (b) ImH(x) and its reconstructions
�H½C8ðReHÞ� and �H½ReH � with and without continuations, respectively.

Fig. 14. (a) Error EC,8 in the delayed Gaussian example with N = 1001, b = 0.096 compared with the error E, generated by using Matlab function hilbert
(without continuation). (b) Zoom-in of the error EC,8.
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In the summary, the following algorithm can be used to
verify causality of the transfer function H(w) available at a
set of equally spaced values wj 2[wmin, wmax], j = 1,. . .,N.

� Choose tolerance e of the causality measure. The developed
error estimates could be used as a guidance to determine
whether the dominant error comes from the smoothness,
accuracy (noise or approximation errors), and resolution of
data, or smoothness of a periodic continuation to help in
making a decision about causality of the given frequency
responses. In practice, e, for example, could be chosen to
coincide with the accuracy of measured or simulated fre-
quency responses.

� With H(w) = ReH(w) + iImH(w) defined on [wmin, wmax],
reflect values of H(w) to [�wmax, �wmin] using spectrum
symmetry of H(w), i.e., ReH and ImH are even and odd
functions, respectively.

� Rescale frequency interval to [�0.5, 0.5] by substitution

x ¼ 0:5

wmax

w, if wmin = 0, to get a function H (x). If wmin >

0, the rescaled interval is [�0.5, �a] \ [a, 0.5] with

a ¼ 0:5
wmin

wmax

.

� Construct a polynomial continuation Cm(ReH) of an even
degree m using (17), which is a periodic function with the
period 1 + 2b, even, and has continuous derivatives up to the
order m/2 at x = �0.5 if wmin = 0. For wmin > 0, use a similar
approach to get also a polynomial approximation ~Pm0

defined
on [�a, a] using (20). The default values b = 0.5 and m = 8
are recommended. Higher values of m will provide higher
smoothness of the continuation in the extended domain and

will allow further decrease in boundary artifacts that are due
to mismatch of values of ReH and its derivatives.

� To reconstruct ImH, compute �H½CmðReHÞ� spectrally
using, for example, FFT/IFFT routines: Calculate the dis-
crete Fourier transform of Cm(ReH) by FFT and multiply
the obtained Fourier coefficients by isgn(k), where k is
the wave number. Then apply the inverse discrete Fourier
transform to the result via IFFT and multiply it by �1.

� Compute the reconstruction error EC,m(x), x 2 [�0.5, 0.5],
defined in (18). l1 norm, for example, can be used to com-
pare EC;m

�� ��
1 with the given tolerance e. If EC;m

�� ��1 < e,
then the function H(x), and, hence, H(w), are causal with
the error not exceeding e. In this case, the method will not
be able to differentiate whether the error comes from the
lack of resolution or smaller than the tolerance causality
violations. Other norms like l2 norm can be used as well.

� Since an optimal value of b depends on the specific function
being approximated, a smaller reconstruction error may be
obtained with b other than 0.5. Varying b in small incre-
ments with values larger or smaller than the default value
b = 0.5 may produce a smaller reconstruction error. For
smooth functions, a larger value 0.5< b < 2 may give better
results, while for functions that have high frequency oscilla-
tions and steep slopes in the boundary regions, a smaller value
0 < b < 0.5 may produce smaller reconstruction error. Note
that larger values of b may require higher resolution of data.

� If EC;m

�� ��
1 � e, the function H(x), and, hence, H(w), are not

causal. For noncausal systems, varying b does not essentially
affect the magnitude of the error.

CONCLUSIONS

We present a numerical method that can be employed to
verify and enforce, if necessary, causality of bandlimited fre-
quency responses before these data are used in macromodeling.
The approach is based on dispersion relations and polyno-
mial periodic continuations. Given a transfer function H(w) =
ReH(w) + iImH(w), whose discrete values are available on a
finite-length frequency interval, the approach constructs a
degree m polynomial periodic continuation Cm(ReH) of ReH
by requiring the continuation to be periodic on a wider domain
and smooth at the boundary. ImH is reconstructed by computing
the minus Hilbert transform of Cm(ReH) spectrally using FFT/
IFFT routines and the result is compared with ImH on the

Fig. 15. (a) Error EC,8 as td varies from 0.1 to 8 in the delayed Gaussian example with N = 1001, b = 0.096. (b) EC;8

�� ��
1 as a function of td compared with Ek k1

(without continuation).

Table I
EC;8

�� ��
1 as td Increases Compared With the Corresponding Ek k1 With

No Continuation

td jjEC;8jj1 Ek k1(no continuation)

0.1 4.2962310�1 3.8090310�1

1 8.6566310�2 5.9440310�2

2 1.1987310�2 7.5078310�2

4 7.1381310�3 2.8235310�2

6 3.8170310�3 6.3803310�2

8 2.5350310�4 4.1279310�2
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original frequency interval. The approach is able to significantly
decrease the boundary artifacts that are due to the lack of out-of-
band frequency responses, and are applicable to both baseband
and bandpass cases. It is also able to detect small smooth cau-
sality violations that are typically difficult to detect in practice.
The accuracy of the method and its sensitivity to detect small
causality violations primarily depend on the smoothness of the
continuation, i.e., the polynomial degree m. The approach elim-
inates the necessity of approximating the transfer function for
large w and does not require truncation of the computational
domain to evaluate the Hilbert transform numerically, which is
known to be a course of significant boundary errors. In cases
when causality is expected, the reconstruction error can be tuned
by varying the length of the extended domain. For noncausal
systems, increasing m or varying the length of the extended
domain does not affect the magnitude of the error.
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